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Martino believes that the Electoral College is
outdated and it should be taken out. Her belie
stems from the fact that the bigger states have
the bigger electoral
vetes and she
would prefer to
have the population
let its intentions be
known.
"We have a big
population and our
population should
have a bigger
See BARUCH, Page 3
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night with a motivational speech. Creggett is
the Director of Public Affairs at HIP Health
Plan, one of the largest not-for-profit health
care organizations in the cou~try, and special-
izes in motivational speaking. She has lead
career planning seminars for "Take your
daughter to work" events and has produced a
self-esteem video for New Jersey public
schools, and has held countless seminars on
employee motivation. Creggett encouraged
everyone to strive for- y<)m' g6ff#s" no matter
what obstacles are set before you. Her speech
included a personal philosophy that she lives
by. and encouraged the crowd to embrace it
voice." said Martino.
Although many are bashing the. Electoral
College because it is the obstacle that seems
to slowing down "the progress of our
Democracy, this is not the .first time that a
Presidential candidate that has the minority 0
the votes might actually ascend to the chair 0
the Presidency.
Just as recently as the last election. Bill
- Clinton beat out Bob Dole even though
Clinton did not have the majority of the pop-
ular vote.
"The Electoral College is good because it's
a reaffirmation of the federal character of our
country." said Boice in defense of the aging
"There should be a
better way to improve
the election process. "
which has become an elusive issue in and of
itself. With both sides refusing to answer
questions referring to the ancient process of
having a set number of votes per state. The
votes are based on the number of representa-
tives a state has in the senate and the House of
Representatives.
Due to Florida's inaptitude. the 25 Electoral
Votes that are still up for grabs.have become
fodder for another debate. It has become a
question of popular vote versus Electoral
College with people choosing sides and
fiercely defending their opinions,
To many. having the process of choosing a
president through the use of the popular vote
would mean that the voice of the people
would truly be heard. To them, the issue of
fighting for one last state because of its
Electoral Votes would not happen because it
would be based on what the majority of the
country wants and not what one state can
offer.
Professor 'Of freshman composition Marta
was underway. The event began with the distri-
bution of flowers as special thanks to ..the
judges: Loretta Creggett, Mia Gidds, and Ghail
Rhodes-Benjamin
"It really should have started a lot earlier than
it did. but it got better once it started:' said
Edward Kubina. "This is my 1st year as
President and our first attempt at having this
event on a regular basis, so I think it is going
well but I realize that we need to be a little
more organized for future events. and we will
be." said Bisola Neil. Seek Society President,
offering her apologies. ""J am also very grateful
to thejudges who came on such short notice,"
she added. .,....
t .
Immediately after. Loretta Creggett began the
Winners of the $eek Poeb y contest, from right to IefL FIrst plaCe: Johnny Burrell, Jr. (Medgar
Evers), second place: Nicole Yarde (Medgar EVers), third place: Jason Roberts (Medgar
Evers), and fourth place: Vanessa Wltenko (Baruch). {photo/Adam OstaszewskJl
For the Students and the Community
almost 224 years ago. the methods used for
voting for the president have not changed
much, The llSe of paper ballots to register a
vote has become a farce.
Republican and Democratic representatives
of the Bush and Gore camps have now been
arguing over what constitutes a vote. In order
to place a vote. a voter must punch a hole
through their ballot so that it can be consid-
ered as a vote. Unfortunately. it looks like
some people were not able to punch a hole
clear through the paper thereby leaving
behind the infamous "pregnant" shads.
The "butterfly" ballots that have become an
annoyance to senior citizens down in Palm
Beach County, according to professor of
Political Science Lewis Bolce, have been
used in Chicago as well but they have only
now become a problem.
"They're a bunch of cry babies." said Boice
referring to the
Democrats. "The
same problem
showed up last elec-
tion but the outcome
was what they want-
ed." he continued.
As outdated as the
use of paper ballots
is the use of the
Electoral College
By Julie Adams
Contributing Writer
.aruch If. _ed.ar in Po.try Showdown
Baruch battles Medgar Evers College in a
Poetry Contest. On Friday~November loth~tbe
SEEK Society of Baruch teamed up with the .
Black and Latino Male Initiative of Medgar
Evers College to present a night of poetry and
entertainment at Baruch. ~ ~
The SEEK Society stems from the SEEK pro-
gram and adheres to its principles of Searching
for Education. Elevation. and Knowledge for
all students. The SEEK Society is comprised of
SEEK and Non SEEK students who aim to
improve the quality of life in school and in the
community. SEEK shares this goal with the
BLMI (Black and Latino Male Initiative), who
also strive to set an example of success. both
personally and academically. The BLMI "con-
tends to proceed with resolute resolve to negate
and repair much or all of the social decadence
I·with respect to Black and
Latino males and the
way in which they are perceived collectively."
I as stated on the event 'sprogram.
I This poetry reading encouraged students from
I both colleges to sign up and compete lyrically
for prizes, while also showcasing several other
non-CUNY performers. To add to the poetry
night, SEEK and BLMI also lined up several
guests for the evening including a motivational
speaker, two musical acts and a panel ofjudges
for the competition.
The poetry night. set in the student lounge of
the 360 PAS building (Rm. 1422) and hosted
by Bisola Neil (SEEK president at Baruch). and
Alex Mills (BLMI President). started rather
late, in fact. closer to seven than the scheduled
·,"6 PM sharp" aoted on the ~A-v!tation Ieaer, .
At first. the crowd grew antsy. however the
delay seemed inconsequential once the show
News
Analysis
Dragging Elections Invoke Strong.Emotions
By Hubert Reyes
Editor-in-Chief
The annual induction ceremony for new
members of the Baruch chapter of Golden Key
.National Honor Society was held on November
10th in room Four North of the 23rd street
building. A record 356 students were inducted
as well as several honorary faculty members.
and two scholarships were awarded. Most of
the speeches at this well-attended event
revolved around the importance of excelling in
school and giving back to the community.
Roughly 200 of the new members attended
the event in order to receive their membership
certificates. and an honorable mention. Many
brought friends and family. which caused the
audience to spill over onto the balcony; and
even forced some people to stand. Baruch
chapter president. Jennifer Ding. was pleased
with the tum out. "This year we set a record:"
she said.
Membership to the national organization is
life long. and by invitation only. It is extended
to the top 15 per cent of juniors and seniors in
schools that have a local chapter.
"Golden Key is more than scholarships. or a
line on a resume:" said Bruce Webb. director of
the Eastern Regional division of Golden Kev
who was a guest at the event. ~
The Baruch Chapter. one of 300 worldwide,
organizes community service events such as
New York Cares Day, Make a Difference Day.
Shadow Days,
---
---
See GOLDEN, Page 3
By Celine Ruben-Salama
Contributing Writer
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Although the recounted votes and the over-
~eas ballots have not been officially dealt
with. as of press time. the state of Florida has
been at the center of
everyone's conversa-
tions. With coverage
running almost 24
hours a day on all the
major news channels. it's no wonder that
many students have not only become
enthralled fmt also annoyed with the political
shenanigans of both parties.
With the election process now going into a
second week and no clear winner in sight. the
process of choosing a president has been
turned into a daunting task. With such issues
as. "pregnant shads", "butterfly" ballots and
recounted votes fuel ing the fires of the on-
going bickering between the George W. Bush
and Al Gore camps. it's no wonder why stu-
dents have started to voice concerns over the
political system.
"There should be a better way to improve
the election process," said Natalie Brown, a
Democratic management major. It [The voting
process] has become outdated. ft.
Brown's opinion is one that's shared by
many. Since the inception of the constitution,
,---~----_._.-...._.._._-._....__..
·aolden Key
Inducts 3&5
lIew·-Members
In Features:
Twilight LA 1992, Bronx
Horns, Multicultural Dinner,
Roving Reporter, Pop Quiz!
SeePage 5
In Op/Eds: -
Electoral.College, Baruch Sucks
Racial Division Revisited
Unfair Labor Practices, Exposure
SeePage 11
In Business:
About.com Merge Likely,
The Expulsion of'Napster
SeePage is
In Sports: --
Start of Men's and Women's
Basketball Seasons
See Back Page.
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Continued From Front
protect t e po rtica , re igrous an rei,
ti;ii in our country since most are found in
states with large populations.
lIiana Garcia. a senior. believes that the sys-
temstill works and that it should not be bashed.
Garcia feels that the Electoral College is there
as a safety net for us. "As people. we are not
able to gain the level of information about the
candidates," she said. "So. it is o.k. to have
some one look over us."
A great deal has.been made over the 'Mly the
voting was handled this time around but per-
haps what people need to realize is that these
sort of problems occur every. election. It just so
happens that not every election comes down to
a situation where it all hinges on one state or a
few electoral votes.
"The voting situation in Florida is scandalous
but it's possible that it has been going on for a
while and we have noticed now.vsaid Martino.
Garcia feels that happy that our system was
at least able to pick up the irregularities that
caused some of the voting problems and she
feels positive about -the direction that the elec-
tion is going. "[Officials] have been watching
everything people do and I hope good judge-
ment and justice prevail." she said.
In order to have such an ending to our long
drawnout political drama what needs to be
done is to have a uniform system of voting
across the country, a sentiment echoed by Boice
and Martino, that would cut down on the "irreg-
ularities" that would otherwise be found in a
country where each state would have their own
definition of what type of "pregnant" shad con-
stitutes as a vote.
Students Take
Sides in Election
Process Debate
system.
According to Bolce, the College is meant to
- . - - - - ----------------~---_. --- ._-
in agreement to the beat he created with the
words.
Immediately following the music interlude,
the showcase poets made their debut A panel of
10 poets shared their work and managed to end
the night as powerfully as it began.
The grand finale poet of the evening, Alyssa
Yankowitt, a NYU poetry student, left the
mouths of many CUNY students gasping for
air, while others stared in shock with her erotic
"Ba.m." piece. will surely become a classic,
both on this campus and in it's own right, push-
ing the envelope on more than one occasion.
"I fed very honored to be a part of this event,
and it's been interesting to see such a diverse
group of talent amongst the' CUNY students;"·
said Yankowitt
To wrap up the night. Beatrice St. Preux and
Duane Walcott sang the SEEK Anthem, a duet
written and composed by Walcott himself.
"This event was held to promote the overall
enhancement of student knowledge and sense
of community on a more creative and empow-
ering level." said Bisola Neil. "and 1 feel that
we accomplished that."
As the night proceeded, there was obvious
support between the schools and students dur-
ing the competition. This event was truly about
achieving personal goals and taking them to
another level. ""It was a dreadful and positive
experience for me. I felt the rush because it was
my first time. but the crowd definitely encour-
aged me and inspired me to get into it,"
revealed mic virgin, Katie Thompson (Medgar
Evers student)
Loretta Creggett commented on her feel of the
event, as she smiled and affirmed, "This is fan-
tastic! There is a lot of wholesome talent here
and these students are our future. I feel a lot of
love in the room, and that is a great start
towards success."
Special thanks to.Okela King (Medgar Evers).
who recorded the entire event.]
encouragement and praise to Baruch
students.
Mullings, the keynote speaker,
delivered a particularly moving
speech in which she explained that
her entire family had at one time or' .
another attended a CUNY school.
She further expressed how grateful
been available to them. After
Baruch, Mullings went on to study
law at Yale and enjoyed a successful
career 'at a private law firm. Despite
her success in the private sector, she
accepted a full time position in
Baruch's law department, and does-
n't regret it one bit.
"Joining the faculty of Baruch was .
the best decision that I ever made," Professor sandra.MulIIngs delivers an Inspirational
she said, 04apart from having a son." . Iceynate IIC'IcIn!lgtlt •.GC»Iden J(ey iACluctuction cere-
During her speech, she was practical-. mony on. MUllings (photon1cker Press)
ly in tears, as was the audience. Afterwards, there was a catered reception in
The ceremony was concluded when Ding the Skylight room on the third floor, where the
asked the new inductees to rise, and read the crowd mingled and networked.
induction statement to them. Then each The Baruch College Chapter of Golden Key
inductee was called forth to receive their cer- won an award for' best new chapter in 1990.
tificate and shake hands with Webb, Ding, Since then, it has been recognized as the best
DeanAaron.and PresidentRegan, who was also chapter eight times, and it has received recog-.
in attendance. nition for best newsletter. Officer positions will
President Regan commended on the gathering become available soon, and now is a good time
and Baruch College as an institution by saying to get involved.
to the new inductees, "You are the best of the "You don't have to be part of Golden Key to
best, and 1am thrilled to be in your company." participate in the events," Ding remarks. "I
:.:•.:
.: .
performers. Vanessa Witenko, the Ticker news
editor took that place, putting Baruch in the
winners circle with Medgar Evers. The winners
are to receive certificates and inscribed plaques
for their efforts, and all contestants received a
pin for participation during the show.
Third place winner, Jason Roberts, shared his
thoughts on the event. "Everyone is really wel-
coming towards all of us from Medgar Evers,
and it's nice to see all sorts of styles and people
collaborating in such a positive event. Forget
the contest- it is cool to just participate, " said
Roberts.
Once all the contest winners took their seats
. the .secondhalf oftheshow .~gan: Trigger [)~
gave a musical presentation of a piece he wrote
called "Reggae Chant," which he described to
the crowd as "Reggae with a Trinidadian flavor.
i
::~Irst place winner Johnny Burrell, Jr. of
Medgar Evers reads at the SEEK Poetry
Contest. (photo/Adam Ostaszewski)
This was a definite crowd pleaser and excellent
seg-way into the second half of the event, with
the poetry showcase readers to follow. His
rhythmic chanting hyped the crowd and
became an interactive piece. with the crowd
joining in. holding 'lighters up. and calling out
...--~~_. -
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tion.
Such student involvement. as Aaron suggests.
does not only payoff morally, but also finan-
cially. Two students, Mark Benethan and Junior
Benjamin, experienced this first hand. They
were picked among all the new Baruch
inductees as the most impressive junior and
senior students, and received scholarships for
their achievements.
Their credentials include very high grade
point averages, as well as heavy involvementin
student activities. clubs, and charity.
Apart from organizing-eemrnunity service
activities, Golden Key has another basic func-
tion. It doubles as a networking organization.
which provides promising students from
around the world the"opportunity to get in touch
with each other.
However, the organization is not reserved to
students. Professors Arthur Ainsberg, Etan-
Bourkoff, Douglas Howards, and Sandra
Mullings each received honorary memberships
in Baruch's chapter of Golden Key, for their
respective invaluable contributions to Baruch.
Each of them gave a short speech. full of
Continued From Front
clothing and toy drives, and it participates in
the annual March of Dimes. Ronald Aaron,
Associate Dean of Students and Golden Key
Faculty advisor, stressed that ....part ofthecolte-
giate experience must go beyond academics" in
his short speech. He also urged new members
to become activel involved in the organiza-
. .
Golden Key Induction a Success
Baruch & Medgar Battle with Words
Peace Corps Recruit at Baruch
Continued From Front
also.
"When faced with a mountain I will not quit.
I will keep on striving until I climb over. find a
path through, or a tunnel underneath. or simply
stay. and tum the mountain into a goldmine
with God's help," said Creggett.
The crowd grew very vocal over the course of
the evening. but the vibe was welcoming for
everyone. veterans and novice poets. There
seemed to be no dividing line between any of
the students. despite school spirit. age. ethnici-
ty or sex. and that was refreshing to most who
attended. Primarily. the poetry consisted of
• 4 • • •••
common elements such as love. anger, soul-
searching, racism. loneliness. and politics.
which added to the feeling of unity in the room
on more than one level.
Once the poetry contest had heard it's last per-
former. the panel ofjudges went to work. as the
crowd lined up for hot food and refreshments
(courtesy of SEEK Society and 1uan Caraballo,
their Faculty Advisor). During the break. peo-
ple were networking. congratulating one anoth-
er. and discussing the poetry heard just
moments before.
"L'rn having a great time just being here;
everyone's feeding off each other's energy. and
doing a great job demonstrating their talents in
front of a crowd-it's just great:' said Lloyd
Moratt (Baruch student and competitor).
After the short intermission the winners of the
contest were announced: 1st place- Johnny
Burrell, Jr. (Medgar Evers) 2nd place- Nicole
Yarde (Medgar Evers) 3rd place- Jason Roberts
(Medgar Evers) 4th place- Vanessa Witenko
(Baruch)
The crowd cheered. as each of the names were
called. in obvious agreement with the judges.
but love was felt by all. The judges even added
a fourth place due to the abundance of skilled
Currently, the Peace Corps has 7,000 volun- automatically deferred for the two years served
teers overseas and _expects 4,000 new volun- in the Peace Corps.
teers to be leaving next year to their respective Persons interested in joining the Peace Corps
unteering," said Seetha Madhaven, who spoke countries. To be considered for the program, have to apply one and a half years in advance,
on their behalf. prospective volunteers must first pass an inter- as the application process is a long one.
After being extensively trained, volunteers go view, a medical screening, and a legal screen- Applications may be obtained at
Representatives of the Peace Corps visited on to serve two years in countries throughout ing. Once accepted, volunteers can chose the www.peacecorps.org or by calling (800) 424-
Baruch on October 25th to promote the Africa, Inter- America, The Caribbean, The area of the world they would like to work i.n. 8580. As of November 7th, new positions will
school's involvement with their organization. Pacific, Central and East Asia, Europe and The However, they cannot select the actual country. be opening for Autumn 2001 volunteers.
The Peace Corps, which was created in 1961 by Mediterranean, Countries are assigned based on the country's Applicants must be at least 18 years old and
President John ~1Cenneay. has sent over- -'-'-The Peace Corps-prepares its volunteers for need for volunteers. p- _ .. - mllst be I IS .cnizens.In.order to be eligit:>!~"-__
160,000 trained volunteers to 134 countries. 12 weeks in the host country, teaching them.the "If you are thinking ofapplying for the Peace Also, having some college education is highly
Baruch currently has 23 graduates that have language of that country and necessary Survival Corps you are advised to apply in your junior recommended.
become Peace Corps volunteers. Since 1992, skills before volunteering," said Madhaven year of college," said Madhaven.. . "The Peace Corps is an excellent opportunity
Baruch's involvement has greatly increased. Madhaven commented on her experience in Peace Corps volunteers arepaid the equiva- to give up certain aspects ofcontrol in your life,
"The Peace Corps' is a federally funded vol- The Kyrgz Republic, where she worked with a lent of what a professional in that country and learn.about other parts of the world and the
unteer organization that trains its patrons in women health center, developing the resources would be paid. The Peace Corps provides hous- way we all connect as human beings," said
. . h alth ing for its volunteers, and ensures their safety I 'd' th -~
areas such as Wildlife, Rainforest, Health, .they needed to help women With vanous e Madhaven, cone u mg e conrerence.
- while abroad. Additionally, loans and grants are
Business, Education-and non-geveereneet vol-- - issues.- - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - ~- --- - _.- - - - - - - --- .--' - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . J
By Shawn Ramsingh
Contributing Writer
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The Bronx Horns Jazzing It up at the
Annual Milton Jazz Perspectives
Concert on November 9, 2000.
KW: What would you say sets you and your
lHmd IlptUI from the other jat:r. bands?
KW: What was it like playing along side the
late legend lito Puente?
MF: I've been in his band for about 24 years
and he was my boss. So it's like if your father
was Michael Jordan, you don't look at him like
a famous person. In the beginning it was a lit-
tle different, where I was not in awe, just more
apprehensive about approaching him. But after
24 years of working and traveling together on
buses and planes going around the world. you
still know he's the boss, and he's a nice person
and an approachable person one on one. I
learned a lot from him about being a band
leader and it's was an honor to play with prob-
ably the greatest Latin band leader of the 20th
century.
KW: Finish this sentence: ifthere was no such
JlJing lIS music in this -world•.• ?
MF: There'll be a lot more unhappy people in
this world,. even though we have enough
unhappy people as it is.
- MF: Well, most of the Latin jazz bands feature
a more dominant percussion area where the
rhythm sections are louder. Since we're the
Bronx Horns, I like to have the hams out in
front like a regular jazz band, with the rhythms
more in the background, even though they are
authentic rhythms. So dynamically, we like to
have the-dynamics more like a jazz band but
still-have the Cuban rhythms. A~ also with
nice arrangements -like how sometimes [other
bands] will be jamming and it'll all be like
mishmash So overall, we're a well-structured
band.
MF: Happy! Just happy! And maybe they've
learned something but really, my interest is just
to make people feel good. Nothing esoteric,
nothing snobbish, just go out and forget about
any problems that they might have and just to
make them feel good and feel their body, move
a little, because the music we're playing is real-
ly dance music.
KW: How do you want people to feel after lis-
tening to your music?
KW: Do you think the college or teenage
crowd under appreciates jazz?
Zoo. At the time it was more a liberal working
class Jewish neighborhood. I enjoyed it. It was
nice, with lots of friends hanging out in the
schoolyard. I was mainly into athletics even
though I played music in junior high and high
school.
KW: Didyou ever want to play in a rock band
with guitars?
MF: Well, probably not. But that's only because
ofwhat they're fed by the radio stations and the'
media. Whenever we've been around the world
playing as Tito Puente, I'm always amazed at
how well we're received by the young people.
But if the music is good they'll like it like they
did today. This is not the music that's played
on MTV but hopefully there's enough people
that look past MTV that can discover what
we've done.
MF: Yes and no. I played with the famous Jazz-
rock band 'Blood, Sweat and Tears'. I did
recordingswlthDavid Byrne. My friends and
I used to practice in each other's houses during
junior high and I remember our big hit was
practicing the theme from Batman. And then
stuff like the Temptations and the Supremes. I
mean there's more money in rock than jazz, but
I'm not a fan ofthe loud monitors or amplifiers.
I love jazz, I love Latin music, I love American
pop music, but I found my niche in Latin and
jazz. There's not many people that play both
Latin and jazz as authentic as myself and some
of the guys in my band.
KW: If someone has never heard Latin jazz,
how would you describe it?
MF: Well, what we play is Latin jazz and the
rhythms are really what are called Afro-Cuban
rhythms. You hear the term Salsa today. That
was a marketing term that the record companies
used to sell more records. What Tito Puente
always said was, "the word salsa means sauce,
you don't feel it, you eat it." It was a good mar-
keting term but the music is really Cuban
rhythms with jazz harmonies over it and that's
really what makes up this music.
KW: Tell me about your childhood. Where did
you grow up, yoUI' surroundings?
MF: I grew up in the Bronx, in Pelhem
Parkway, which is off to the side.of the Bronx
. .
Mitch Frohman, tenor saxophonist and
leader for The Bronx Horns
KW: How or when did you first discover jazz?
, -
MF: Ever since I was a little kid, I mean, I'm a
child of the 60's, so obviously I grew up listen-
ing to the rock music of that era - the Beatles
and all the psychedelic music. I would say I
started to play the saxophone in junior high. So,
by playing saxophone you listen to other saxo-
phone players and most of the many great ones
are in jazz; but I would say I really heavily got
into it when I went to college. After a year in
SUNY, New Paltz, I transferred to the
University of Miami where they had a great
jazz department. That's where I got into jazz
2417.
Flatbush Avenue in Brooklyn till the sup turns
into the moon, and they're still not calling it
quits. You have to play the music "till your fin-
gers bleed of hard work, your mind crazed and
clustered with eighth notes and rests.
I caught up with front man Mitch
Frohman after the concert and sat down with
him for an interview on his origins and the sta-
tus of Latin jazz music.
It's about tradition and respect for
skill. One can only hope that a time will return
when saucy Latin jazz will remind you of the
hot, spicy, thick smell ofchicken boiling in pots
so strong you can taste it from two blocks down
the avenue. It will be so good that people will
-Iefthelr soulaollieeatmg and dance the night
away. Maybe it isn't all nostalgia and false
hope. Maybe it's happening right now. Then
again, I've never actually seen kids playing
stickball in the streets.
Few things are as distinct and authen-
tic as the sound of hot Latin jazz pumping
through the halls of Baruch. Not too bad for a
business school. The 9th Annual Milt Hinton
Jazz Perspectives Concert, featuring the Bronx
Horns, was held on Thursday, November 9,
2000. These old school Latin jazz masters were
born and raised in the Bronx and are members
of.the. .late legend Tit(Lj>-'Le~te~s_QrchesJI'a__
Headed by Mitch Frohman, their easy going
tenor saxophonist, the nine-piece band mixes
traditional American jazz with the body moving
rhythmic flavor ofAfro-Cuban beats. Flavor so
good and so authentic you could smell the
spices an the way from the front entrance of I7
Lexington Avenue where the dutiful Baruch
security guards are checking your 10. The
band wouldn't be complete without Ray Vega's
jolly trumpet seasoning the solos like the saf-
fron in arroz con pol/o. The meat of the per-
fonnance, however, was guest trumpeter Randy
Brecker and guest flutist Dave Valentin.
Brecker and Vega played catch like the Yankees
on "Sayonara Blues." a 'Song by the famous
composer Horace Silver. The band then slowed
down for a sensual steaming rendition of
"Moody's Mood for Love," just before Valentin
came out wiggling and dancing with moves that
would put even Elvis to shame. The nine song
set 'ended with Tito Puente's hit "Oye Como
Va."
By Khristopher Weng
Contributing Writer
The Bronx Horns were fairly well
received from the business crowd (in which
most of the students were probably forced to
attend by their elective music classes.)
Nevertheless, the almost filled Mason Hall got
a taste ofNew York bred Latin jazz at its finest,
although there was no sight of anyone dancing
in the aisles. Adriana Casteliar, a pleasant
faced, eager fan waiting to get an autograph
from bandleader Mitch Frohman after the
show, said, "It was awesome! I had to restrain
myself from getting up and dancing." Even
first time jazz listeners like Emrah Ertamay felt
great appreciation for the music. Eric
Jaenichen, a clean-cut, soft-spoken Baruchian,
cheerfully and gladly stated, -"It was excellent!
I'm looking forward to more concerts from
them and Baruch."
The Bronx Horns - Carrying on the legend of Tito Puente with latin Jazz
Whether it's jazz or Latin jazz, it's a
dying form oftraditional American music in the
age of the glimmering marketing schemes of
Britney Spears, N'sync and other MTV pup-
pets. The Bronx Horns aren't in it for the
money or the fame. There's very little of both
in this sport. In this sport ofworking-class men,
you have to love it and love it with passion;
love it like stickball around the corner of
KenneQy
laGuardia
Newark-
Find out which ones are authorized by
The Port Authority of New York and
you need to get to Kennedy,
LaGuardia and Newark airports by
bus, taxi, shuttle, van service and limousine.
T'1000 rhr Pnrt Aurhorir-, of l\IY s l\J
for all the information
Call 1-800-A1R R1DE or visit our Web site at www.panynj.gov
. -
- . . . . - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - --- - --- - - -- . -- --- - --- -- - - - - - - - - - . -
Go the smart way, right from home.
Planning a trip?
to make arrangements for the return home. The Port Authority wants to help
make your whole trip as safe and affordable as possible.
And we know your mother would approve.
New Jersey. Get schedules and fares. And when
you return, stop at the Ground Transportation Information Desk in the baggage claim area
Didn't your mother
ever tell you
not to take a
ride from strangers?
---- - -
- - - ----------~-
~------=-- --=-~ - - --
----:-----------------""
7Here are a few shots from the
Multicultural dinner that the USG hosted on
November 14th in lounge 1542 on the 15th floor
of360 PAS. Different ethnic clubs. contributed to
the event by sponsoring dishes. There was also a
variety ofdesserts rangingfrom flan andpumpkin <'
pie to ric-h. chocolate cake! (photos/Davi ..• _
Rangsiratanakul, Jasleen Rana and Chirag' LaIJ . . .
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Name: Melissa
Status: Junior
M aj 0 r : Mar k e tin g /
Advertising
Q 1: I found it surprising
that Americans is ideologi-
cally divided straight down
Name: Sophia
Status: Senior
Major: Finance
Name: Mirla
Status: Senior
Major: Accounting
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Reporter
it. You read it.
fact that the presidency
hinges on 300 votes out of several million is
really odd. The fact that people are taking it
easy, and not making a fuss about procedures
in other states, shows that they don't have faith
in the system
Q2: The rest of the world is laughing at us.
Recently we have had a lot of problems with
the presidency, the Clinton scandals, and now
this. Other countries will have less respect for
the US and not take us as seriously as before.
Q1: All the media hype is
normal and' typically
American. Which by the
way, isn't a bad thing, the
election warrants attention. The only thing that
is surprising is closeness of the result. This
only goes to show that Americans aren't aware
of the differences between Republicans and
Democrats. Also surprising is that the
Democrats won't accept that Bush won.
Q2: I have no idea what kind of impact it will
have. I've never sen an election so close.
Q I: The election process is
not as effective as we
thought it was, especially
the ballot counting tech-
niques. There are many
problems that need to be resolved, like the fact
that the will of the people counts less than the
will of the Electoral College.
Q2: Maybe, maybe not. It depends on how the
next president deals. with fore-ign pool icy. .
One of the many things
that the post election pro-
ceedings exposed is that
even though America is a
powerful and prosperous
-, country, it is in its youth
f::i~ as a nation. Many suggest
.-::::::::.:?-:. •
:.{@ dissolving the Electoral
....... ·~4~~1~?:-: College; perhaps we
)1.. -, )f::··· . ·:/t= should wait until America
graduates from college. In the same way that
people grow into wiser, better, people from ilil
aspects of a college experience, America will
grow from this particular experience, and
become an even better place than it already.
Since the foundation (read constitution) of this
country is solid and well planned, our economy
strong and growing, and our population wise in
its diversity, this particular bout of growing
pains, will soon come to peaceful resolution. I
wouldn't worry!
By Celine Ru ben-Salama
- - -
Name: Antonio
Status: Senior
Major: Finance
Name: Ed
Status: Sophomore
Major: Undecided
Business
Name: Raluca
Status: Graduate Student
Major: Finance
Name: Jun
Status: Junior
.Major: Marketing
-
The Roving
You think it. We write
While America and the rest of the world waits
patiently for results of the presidential election,
the courts, the pol iticians, and the media play
with each other in a truly flirtatious way! In the
mean time, we the people, are processing the
events, uncovering some really interesting
things about our country. Overseas, people are
The Questions: -
.. aug 109 elf ea s 0 a merica s
expense," as my Swedish friend informed me
in a recent email. Let's see what people have to
say about "the state of this party," shall we?
Q2: Will the post election confusion affect
Americas image internationally?
Q I: In the aftermath of the elections, what do
you think is the most surprising aspect about
America that has been exposed?
Q 1: In this election, we
founa out that every vote -
doesn't count. Votes are
getting stolen due to
" mechanical errors. Next
election, people will be
even less inclined to vote. On the positive note,
this whole mess shows how well our system
works. In any other country there would be
huge riots, but i~Washington business goes on
as usual. There is no constitutional crisis.
Q2: It won't, because the president is just a fig-
urehead. For there to be a crisis, the whole sys-
tem must break down, which won't happen.
The checks and balances work. Actually, I
think it will enhance our image, since the
whole mess shows that our country is built on
a strong foundation. The only thing this confu-
sion is having a negative influence on, are our
financial markets.
-. .-Q 1; There were a couple of
things. First ofall we found
.... out that every vote counts,~/a but that the Electoral
College has the power to
over rule the will of the people. We also found
out that the most powerful country, with the
strongest economy in the world is technologi-
cally impaired.
Q2: No. The rest of the world will still be
afraid ofus. However, all this confusion shows
that we are less organized than the image that
we project. This could be considered a weak-
ness.
Q I : The fact that people are
so divided and that they are
getting so involved in the
process shows that
Americans are not as polit-
ically complacent as I
though. Also it shows that the US has problems
with political power struggles, just like other
countries that the US is quick to condemn.
Q2: The image ofa superpower has been taint-
ed. This will weaken US leaders international-
ly.
Ql: In Japan, weed is con-
. sidered just as bad as any
other drug. In this presiden-
tial election both major
candidates admitted to hav-
. - ing smoked - weed. This
shows th8t it is not such abig deal. This really
surprised me. Back home, if .somecne gets
caught smoking weed, they spend the night in
prison.
Q2: It is no surprise to the rest ofthe world that
that America is crazy. Itwon't have any effect.
-------~--
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Times Sq/ West 42nd Street (between 7th & 8th)
80Qpcs Open 24 hours a day!
easyEverything
the world's largest Internet cafes
• •
University Optometric Center
The patient care facility of SUNY State College of Optometry
33 West 42nd Street
Call for an appointment:
212-780-4950
212-780-4921
(between 5thand6thAvenues)
New York, NY 10036
This Certificate is valid for students and their family members.
'"
This Certificate must be presented at the time of payment.
Examination date must be prior to December 31, 2000. when this Certificate expires.
General Eye Examination: S25
General Eye Examination with Contact Lens Fitting: $40
1O~A> Discount on Glasses and Contact lenses
STUDENT REDUCED FEE CERTIFICATE
6
Examinations must be scheduled between 9:00 and 11 :00
am or between 1:00 and 4:00 pnl, Monday through Friday.
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(To schedule an appointmE!nt)
Please call the Training Center
*Attention All Students*
Jean Louis David Salon
Paris Milan New York
is looking for MODElS~
.. '
INTERESTED?
~-------- - -- --- -------
Jean Louis Dayid Salon
TEL 212 779-3555
Monday-Friday 10AM-6PM
•
It o1fr* hatfBs,puaoa~ utl!{I):1oMBhierities...tt am·
no. Please forward rOlf res. od sally history to:
P.O. Box 1123, Dept IR, Hew York, NT 10017.
PRO Eer MANAGER
/ BUSINESS RETENTION
Fu!~ser~ce re-o~ estate development organization ~ks 0 ?roied Ano~'St. This individual wiIl
serve as Q~ey memeer of our bu~ness retention d1vlSior: and win manage apo;1f~io ~ projects.
Responsibilhjes 1ndl~e: coordinating 011 aspects 01 project r:;:nogement: oding os alioiscr:
between private porf:es cnd munic~pcl government; onafyziog occupancy costs and pre~rins
nn-oncloi offers; negcliot~n9 cgreen:=enfs ana dra1tin·g doc,uments. ?reporot~O:~ c! rnemorandumsr
exeClitve summaries and financial ona~s (excelloreor maiorim~r:-ence.
An advar.=eed degree !n °related ne~ or aBcch~or'sd&:ree wi~ at least two vears re\e'iOnt
work ~rience cs w~U cs strong communication! ~~plJ~r or~ ir.-rerpe~ skills ere
(equ~red. New York City residency requird within 90 days ot empbyment.
An am,-anced degret inarelated field or1~Ior'~degree \\:ith ai least two years ~rieoce as \\-ell as strong
communication, computer and interpersonal skills are requirtd. New York City l'GIlcncy requiml \¥ithin 90
da}s~ emplo}1DeIll Women and minorities encounged (() app~ We offer excellent benefits) pension ~an
and 403 (B}.EEO. Pleze fOl'\\4fd \'our reswne 2nd s3laJvhiSlOrv [0:
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including myself had a meeting and discussed our ating senior and needed an updated transcript reflect-
grades one on one with both Dr. Smith and Dr. Lewin ing my completed coursework in order to pursue
(chairman of the BLS department). Outside of Dr. employment added to my desire to know my grade.
Smith pointing out a few grammatical errors on the I remained unemployed for approximately three
term paper, his reasoning has been woefully unsatis- months following this course. My inability to seek
factory. Now, with the impeccable reputation that Dr. gainful employment as a N.YS. Teacher with the
Lewin holds amongst the minoritystudentsat Baruch. Board ofEducation was a direct result ofMr. Smith's
I went into the meeting confident that this matter unscrupulous and irresponsible behavior. What he
would get settled fairly. I was also self-confident does not realize is his behavior was not only a hin-
ber;tllse I had an irrefutable background in all my lit- drance to me personally but also the many young
erature courses and· De Smiths logic made 00 sense. black children that stood to benefit from my education
My cmfidence was a big mistake! It nuns out that Dr. which uItirnately should havebeen the purpose ofthis
Lewin was the one who invited Dr. Smith to the col- course. I've complained to and received plenty of
lege to cover the course for the six-week session. Can answers from members ofthe facultyaOO administra-
youguess what happened next? Nodling. Dr. Lewin tion. Theyhelped me trcneOOousIy in settlingthis Sit-
said and did absolutely nothing. He sided with him uation accordingly. I'd like to say a persor131 thank
instead oftaking the initiative ofreading and grading youto the administration for guiding me and assisting
thepapers filirly. Now somemaysay that hehas 00 me with this matter. If it weren't for me voicing my
cmtro1 over the situation unless it can beproven that complaint and getting help from them, you would
Dr.Smithgraded someoroneofthepapers in abiased have(1itcra1ly) seen me bade at Baruch for a measly
manner. IfI had known that befoo:. I would'vedefi- two credits. Many times, alienated stude:I$ feel that
antiy raised that point because I do believe that my·...the administration isnot 00theirside and 1tley can not
paperwasgraded unfilirIy. Maybe I'm justcomplain- speak to them concerning issues of this kind.
ingtoo mtd1, but ifyourpapercameback to youwith Unfortunately, this sometimes can lead to the student
an '~F" 00 the top with no comments orCOTeCtions, I taking actions that cooIdhave beenprevemed. I write
am more thanpositive1llat you wouldhave the same this article in an attempt to seek~ fa what I
reacUon. believe tobean unjust act. Furthennore, to notifyall
We weregiven achance to takeanother take-home saudents ofthe BanJch canmuni1y about this situation
finaland redo our papers. The new finals were given in hopes that something like this will BOt happen
out aiid10 bebandcd inonAuglS3Odl-and 1he~. again.-
due back oneweek lateron September Sd1. It was SOme ofthe aher students whoendured thisdread-
rarty six weeks later before the results were in. I ful episode are Jennifer Bennett, Louise Corney,
bctieveDI: Smith had·morethan EIpIe time to grade Marva KcJJman. Delores Malachi, 8Qd AugtlStine
. six finals and~ butguprisingly enough, a man Onunaku.
_Q{Jlis~ and "in1dligence" can't grade a few To be continued
papcs and sulnIitOW' fin8I graiJes Widl-iri IffeWdays.' -
I put a tn:me:ndous amount ofenergy into complet- Melissa Walford
ing the assigmncnts and was 8IlXicJm to know what
my final grade wouldbe. The fact thatI was a gradu-
TICKER OP-EDS NOVEMBER'~20,2000
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would be due on the second to last day.ofclass. Due
to time winding down, Dr. Smith decided to give one
paper instead oftwo. On the Tuesday ofthe last: week
he said there would bea take home final that had to be
done and returned to him thenext day along with the
paper. The final consisted of seven three-part ques-
tions to be answered inessay fonn. Despite the extra-
ordinarily short notice, I completed the assignments
thoroughly and handed them in the following day as
Dr. Smith requested.
Although this may seem like a great deal ofunpro-
fessionaJ behavior; there'smuchmore. In conjLD1Ction
with aniving twenty minutes late to every class, Dr.
Smith also took time out during elmsto answer calls
on his cellular phone and return pages he received 00
hisbeeper: Along with hisso-called discussions c0n-
cerning the Black child, Smith somehow found a way
to tell usaboutallthe important peoplehe knew, Ennis
Cosby and Tager Woodsjust to name a few. He also
found time to txag about being nominated one of
Americas tQptal mostsuccessful bochelors andtellus
that he writes for time magazine and delivers the
health report on the channel four news in addition to
beinga Medical Doctor. Correctmeif'l'm wrong,l:lJt
what does his pezsonaJ lifehave to dowith the Black
child? Even though Dr: Smith found time to boast
about his personal life and infumous friends, he did
not findtimeto suI:santiate anyofthe material hedis-
tributed and disaN;ed in class. Much,ifnot allofOlD"
notes werebased 00 wlcorioborated3ndUseJesS in1tt- -
net hogwdl that ClOU1d have been put there by any
canputer backer with a.wteness. Something Dr.
Smith obviously Jacks. .
After the class endedand I found outmy grade ofan
"PO;- was-incensed;---yeu--om imagine .Thne and
time again I contacted Dr. Smith to see if the grade
entered was a mistake and es it tl.Jrm~ it wasn't
Apparently, there were others who were also vt..:y
W1happy with their grades. About seven saudents
-uraffiialing~nTor-Recei~· Failing
Non-licensed News Reporter
The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of-the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The TIcker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are ~ect.toediting for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Eds editor.
I am writing this let-
ter in reference to the
grade that I received
from Dr: Ian K. Smith
for the 2000 swnmer
session of Black
Studies 3010. Though
my final grade is the
catalyst for this com-
plaint, there are a
number ofissues relat-
ing to the entire ses-
sion th.at are worth
mentioning. On the
first day of class, Dr.
Smith and thestudents discussedtherequirements for
the course. Dr. Smith~ that there would not be .
any required texts orexams norwould hebecompil-
ing a syllabus. Despite our questions, Dr: Smith did
not at that time explain how we would be graded, and
even added that attendance would -not be a factor.
Lateron in thecourse, we were told tMt there would
be two papers, fivepageseach in length. At this time
we were weD into the session and had not received
much informatioo about the upcoming papers. We
still hadnot read~y books nordid 0". Smith express
any intentioo ofassigning any readirgs, In the third
weekofthe summersession, a woman fuxn the Black
Studies Depar1mcnt visited our class and~ _my
friend and I to deliver a list of booss to Dr. Smith.
When hearrived and read the list, hesaid that it was
beings.aggestc:d to himthatwe readat~ two books
from the IS~ was left for him. He then ~gned
~'Black Boy" by Richard Wright and "Amazing
Grace~Jonathan Kozel, He then gave us the fourdl
week offfromschool to read bothbooks andsaid that
when we came backwe would discuss them in detail.
At the end ofthe fifth week we still hadnot discussed
eitherbook butDr. Smith did mentim that the JmPer
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No Joy in Mudville
As per the agreement set forth by tradition, the most powerful leader in the free world,
was to be chosen on Election Day, November 9 by "the will ofthe people. " At press time,
the will ofthe people was still not served.
w re iven the chance to "choose" their next
president, the will ofthe nation turned into the will ofFlorida. .
With a race-deciding 25 electoral votes, Florida has become the slide under the nation s
microscope. The Sunshine State has been stained and mounted and all are waiting to take
their turn at the lens.
"What s the latest from Florida?" many ask. Although we have more important things
to worry about as students ofBaruch, it's hard to keep our minds offsuch an intriguing
political fiasco. --
As the nation that s supposed to set an example for the rest of the world, we are doing
nothing but showing our relative immaturity.
Nations around the world are sitting back and watching us make fools of ourselves
because ofour inability to choose a leader.
One would think that choosing a president would be as easy as pulling a lever and hav-
ing the man with the most votes win, if this were true then Gore would be the President-
elect and George W would be tending to his cattle out in Texas.
But our democratic tradition begs us tofollow a system that was institutionalized about
200 years ago.
Although Gore has the popular vote, this race continues because our ancient constitu-
tion mandates that a candidate have 270 electoral college votes in order to assume the
role ofpresident.
Electoral College? If this fascinating election has done anything for us, besides give us
the biggest headache, it would have to be the small but valuable lesson it has taught us
about American politics.
The Electoral College. according to the good old constitution, is the body that elects the
president. The electoral votes are based on the number ofmembers ofcongress a state has.
Without this election, many ofus would still believe that Santa Claus is real and that the
people actually choose the president.
We may have entered a new millennium but the rules have remained the same and so
have our methods ofvoting.
With the invention of cars, airplanes, computers, and flat screen televisions, it would
only make sense to update our primitive voting methods.
Perhaps those senior citizens in palm beach county would have had an easier time vot-
ing ifAl Gore 5 nanze had been flashing on a 35' computer screen in neon green letters.
The idea 0.(having people punch little holes onto a paper ballot is ridiculous, the "but-
terfly ballot " disaster serves to show us that it is time to move on to the 21st century.
Unfortunatelv. \t'e voted using paper ballots, if they were miscounted then it is only right
that the}' be recounted to assure the will of the people.
George ~v ~) attempts at stopping the recounts in Florida might seem like a way to end
[he insanity but what must be realized is that although our methods might have caused the
trouble they are the methods that are in place.
The methods and the rules might be archaic but the}' are the same ones that have been
in place for the last ~l-l years. These same principles have seen us through a civil war
and two world wars as well as through man..v presidential elections.
For all the troubles it seems to have caused, (he backbone ofour democracy seems to
always right itselfin the end. perhaps all if needs is a little more time.
. - Lewis Boice,
Professor ofPolitical Science, on the complaining ofthe Democrats
"They're a bunch ofcry Babies. The same problem
showed.up last election but the outcome was what
- ~ -- - ------
they wanted,"
10
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criminal or a police officer I would rather see
the criminal dead. The person who the office
shot could have been anybody and any race.
Okay, yes I'm sure there is profiling going on
especially in states that have major interstates
going through them. Like the New Jersey
Turnpike, for example. you see so many peo-
ple use it on a daily basis that the officers that
patrol the Turnpike are aware of these statis-
tics and MAY use them 'to help prevent contra-
band from getting into the wrong hands.
However there is no reason to believe that it is
racially motivated in anyway and I seriously
doubt the
police are even using the data other then to
compile statistics that the Democrats ill powe
want them to compile.
So please take my advice about this so called
racial profiling. If you feel this person is
victim of racial profiling then' vote the people
in power out of office. DO NOT protest the
police; DO NOT protest the city government
that you help elect, DO NOT hinder the daily
commute, and most of all DO NO, blame
anybody who didn't have anything to do with
this.
what looks like a gun (walks like a duck), The
person then points the gun at the officer (quack
likes a duck). So the officers training kicks in
and the officer shoots the person. This office
relied on his life saving training and experi-
ence to defend himself against somebody who
mi ht have killed him. If it comes down to a
Anonymous
and full benefits: the right to wo rk and
learn in an environment free of goods
made with prison labor: and the right to
expect universities to bargain in good
faith with recognized unions.
The campaign is beginning with a pub-
liC hearing about violations of Workers'
rights on campus at Judson Memorial
Church. 55 Washington Square South, on
November J~, 2000, at 6:0~ p.m .
Eminent academics 'such as DeWitt
lClinton Professor of History atColumbia University Eric Fo ner arid]
New York University Professor 01
History Robin D.G. Kelley, and public
~fficials includ i ng Assem blyrn an Ed
Sullivan and Councilwoman Chri st ine
Quinn. will take testimony from campus
workers.
Universities have long been refuges of
reason. knowledge and freedom, dedicat-
ed to improving society, separate from
the marketplace.
Let's hold our universities to these
high standards and ideals - instead 0
letting them be shackled to the bottom
line.
By Kim berly Ph illips-Fein
Ph.D. Candldate, HistoryColunbia U.
Member of Scholars, Artists, and
Writers for Social Justice
dent of the Senate and presented to him in front
of both houses of congress. The ballots are then
counted for each state and the tally given and
only after this is done is one person named
"president elect" and "vice president elect". I
for any reason we have a situation where no can-
didate receives an absolute majority (basically, i
it's-a tie) in the Electoral College. then the House
of Representatives votes for the president from
the top three candidates where each state casts
only one vote. So no matter if a state has one
representative like Idaho or fifty-four like
California each state can only cast one vote.
What that means is, the representatives of a state
must decide what candidate they want to vote
for. If it's the same situation for the vice presi-
dent however, the Senate who casts the deter-
mining. Otherwise it's .the same thing where
each state gets one vote and they choose to vote
between the top two contenders for the "ice pres-
ident. .•
ractices
something so evil and wrong.
Like I said before. minorities populate most
of the major cities and since this data is most-
ly compiled in and around these cities its most-
ly useless data. If the average data is a 6ft
black male, just look around you and see how
man
black males are 6ft tall. If the police where
using this data to target people, don't you think
that every black male who is 6ft tall would be
pulled from the streets on a daily basis? As we
all know this just isn't true and it's just anoth-
er false accusation by the people who make
their living by claiming all white people are
racist.
The police who walk the same neighborhood
. day in and day out know the people who live
there and work there. They also know the peo-
ple who come in and visit and those who don't
belong in that area and even get to know on a
first name basis the people who repeatedly
commit crimes in the area. When an officer
sees somebody who doesn't fit in or doesn't
belong. they subconsciously perform my
favorite test. This test is called "The Duck
Test". This very simple and very basic test is
simply this; if it looks like a duck, walks like a
duck. and quacks like a duck then it's a duck.
Simple huh? So lets apply it to our unfortu-
nate situation shall we? An officer receives a
call on the radio that there is a disturbance in
the area and he needs to check it out. Shortly
after arriving on the scene he sees a person
who is a little out of hand (looks like a duck).
This person is moving toward the officer with
university settings, since universities
depend on freedom of speech and free-
dom of expression, and should be equal-
ly sensitive to freedom of association
among their own employees," says Mr.
Compa.
Campus activists have done great work
protesting the use of sweatshop labor to
make shirts, caps and shoes bought by
the university and- bearing school togos.
We need to keep on fighting these earn-
paigns. But it's also time to bring the
struggle home.
Universities should not be permitted to
trample on the basic democratic rights of
the thousands of people who make them
work - from teaching assistants to jani-
tors. kitchen staff to tenured professors
- to be represented by the unions they
elect and organize, to earn a decent, liv-
ing wage. and to exercise control over
their working conditions.
To make the university live up t"l the
humane ideals it represents, Scholars,
Artists and Writers for Social Justice is
proposing a nation-wide Code of
Conduct campaign to protect the rights
of university employees. Modeled on the
codes of conduct developed by the anti-
sweatshop movement, these basic rights
include the right to organize and bargain
collectively; the right to a living wage
own rules for the way electors vote. In the
majority of the states, the electors must vote to
who decide wins the public vote in the state
elections; but some states such as Maine. the
electors vote with whoever wins the majority in
the respective district In some other states the
electors can and sometimes do vote for whoever
they feel like. So lets say in one of these states
that allows the electors to vote the way they
want, the majority of the public wants Bush to
win, that's fine, but when the elector goes to cast
their vote, they could vote for Gore. When you
went into the booth to cast your vote, such as in
this election, you voted for either the
Bush/Chaney ticket or the GorelLibennan ticket
When the results of the election are tallied and
the electors go to the state capitals to cast their
votes. they cast one vote for the presidential can-
. didate and one for the vice presidential· candi-
date. So in theory you could have Bush as pres-
ident and Liberman as vice president or the other
way around, but that's highly Wllikely.
These sealed votes are then taken to the presi-
do not protect
anybody and only serve themselves.
So, as a victim of a racist police officer. I feel
that I am qualified to talk about this so called
racial profiling. It 'started in all the major
cities
at about the same time to keep track of the sex,
race, and age of individuals who were being
arrested, questioned, or pulled over by the
police. Harmless enough right? Well no. it's,
not. that easy. It's because of this statistical
data that the profiles exist. When you compile
data you can average the data and come out
with what the average suspect would be.
Remember these statistics were first compiled
and used in the large major cities of the United
States and since the majority of the population
of these major cities is made up of minorities
it makes sense that the profiles are mostly
minorities.
The Democrats in charge of these major
cities. most of which are run by black mayors,
took the decision to use the profiling system. It '
was named racial profiling by the racist black
community in order to drum up support from
the non-racist black and other minorities. So
one can see how something that was intended
to just keep track of data was twisted into
crime and that I shouldn't have been in the
area in jhe first place. I was at the local mall
getting Christmas presents when this hap-
pened. He then left the room and left me feel-
ing extremely angry with the police and the
situation in general. A few dozen stitches
the election.
- At SUNY Albany. restaurant workers
lost their jobs when they tried to union-
ize after the university contracted out its
restaurant services to Marriott. Marriott
illegally tr ied to ban workers from talk-
ing about wages, hours or working con":
d ij ions, from congregating freely on the
job, and even from wearing union but-
tons.' (Under pressure from' students; the
university ultimately fired Marriott and
hired a new contractor; the workers
recently bargained their first union con-
tract. )
Administration officials at Yale were
charged by the National Labor Relations
Board with breaking the law and commit-
ting unfair labor practices during the
1996 TA strike, when they fired TA's who
went on strike and told faculty it was
okay to alter the recommendation letters
of striking TA's. The case was settled on
a technical ity.
The right to join and organize a union is
"recognized in international labor law as
a basic human right." says Lance Cornpa,
who teaches labor law at Cornell
University and is the author of a Human
Rights Watch report on union-busting in
the United States.
hit is especially distressing when vio-
lations of the right to organize occur in
then to tell the electors how to vote and to count
how many people actually voted. In short. when
you go to vote you are voting for younsenators,
your representatives, and any bond issues or
other issues at hand. Yes, you may cast a vote
for the president/vice president but you are not
electing them, you are telling your electors
whom you feel they should vote for, These pe0-
ple who are called "electors' are selected by the
states to pick the president and tlfc'#vice presi-
dent. It is because ofthis reason why these elec-
tors can not be in public office. be an appointed
official such as an ambassador or director of
intelligence. or be employed by the federal gov-
ernment. Another one of the rules for an elector
is the same state rule. This simply states that if
one of the presidential candidates and one of the
vice presidential candidates are from the same
state as the elector. then,the elector can only vote
for one of the candidates from that state.
In all fifty states the electors tend to go with
what the popular vote is for the president and
vice president, but not always. Each state has its
•
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Racial Division and YOU!
was in danger: What would you do if your life
seemed to be in danger?
Before the officer even holstered his side
arm, the typical racist, anti-white speakers
who make their living off of situations like
his. came forward chanting racism. They
claimed that the "white racist devil" was using
a tool called "racial profiling" to single out
strong Black and Latino men to execute in the
name of "justice." Remember the conspiracy
of the white racist government out to get all
minorities? Look out. you're next! Okay!
Back to reality! First ofT this officer did what
e was trained to do. He felt his life was in
danger so
he took action to defend it. What can we learn
from this? Well don't point a gun at a cop no
matter if it's real or not.
One night, while I was getting into my car, a
black man approached me and without any
warning, slashed my arm open with a knife
and stabbed me several times. He was trying
to car jack my Audi. A few hours later at the
hospital I was being interviewed by a black
policeofficer and I described the assailant to
him. "Once the words "large Black man" left
my mouth. he closed his notebook and told me,
that he didn't 'think it was a crime or a hate
About two weeks ago a police officer in Los
ngeles shot a man who was pointing a gun at
him. After the smoke cleared they found out
he suspect was a Black male who was at a
party dressed in costume and the gun was a
toy. This tragic event reflects on an officer of
he law who had reason to believe th
Imagine a bi IIion-dollar corporation
doing everything it can to preserve
its bottom-line. It would automate jobs.
Increase investment in profitable side-
lines. Buy goods produced by low-wage
workers in Third World countries. Bust
unions merci lessly.
Sounds like Wal-Mart? Or maybe Nike?
No, It' s your, un i": e rsitY. , .
Higher education in America has been
dramatically transformed over the past
two decades. Public and private universi-
ties alike are doing everything they can
to cut costs and make money, even
though tuition prices have skyrocketed.
This includes replacing full-time profes-
sors with adj uncts, TA's and computer-
ized "distance learning": investing mil-
lions in scientific research that can be
sold to private corporations while paying
teachers salaries that fall below the
poverty line; and buying sweatshop-
made sneakers and sweatshirts. It also
means busting unions.
At New York University. the adminis-
tration has impounded the ballots of
teaching and research assistants who
voted last Spring on whether or not to be
represented by a union. It's paid millions
of dollars to Proskaur and Rose. a union-
busting New York City law firm, to avoid
even counting the ballots to see who won
Understanding The Electoral College
After the circus that we called the presidential
election and hearing people spout their opinions
about how and why they felt that they were
wronged. I decided to explain how this system
works and clear up a few gray areas. I hope this
article will sort a few things out for you and help
you understand the reasons behind the way it
was written.
WEABEA R£PUBLIC!!, NOTA QEM()C-
&4CYLIKESOM4NYTH1NKI My proof is
in the Pledge ofAllegiance. '·1 pledge allegiance
to the flag ofthe United States ofAmerica and to
ftbe-Ju:nlBJl....lJL:..J:OC-W.I:ucJru:·LStandSs--Qne nation
under god. indivisible. with liberty and justice
for all."
The Electoral College was written into the
Constitution in Article 2, Section 1. and has two
amendments (the 12th and the 20th) changing it
into what we have today. .So before everybody
gets up and cries about the popular vote. you
must understand that the popular vote does not
do anything about the presidential election, other
Jason Baptiste
penalty his suggestions that people p~icipate
and assist in executions in the same rotational
way as jury duty is actually a statement sup-
porting the use of the death penalty.
I appreciate at some level the writer's view on
how emotionally difficult it might be for prison
wardens and others working behind the bars
but that is their job. they are not mandated to do
this. Let us not forget the fact that we are actu-
ally killing people legally in the United States.
According to the Death Penalty Information
Center, since 1973. over 80 people have been
released from death row with evidence of their
innocence. Furthermore. Researchers Radelet
& Bedau found 23 cases since 1900 where
innocent people were executed (In Spite of
Innocence, Northeastern University Press.
1992).
This is not the time to be focusing on the
mechanics of this system but rather we should
focus our energies on the whether we should
have the death penalty enforced at all.
accomplished professors like Dr. Marta Vega
resigning without any valid reason? These are
questions that should be asked and it is up to
the administration to answer them.
By creating situations where a professor
would have no choice but to leave. Baruch's
administration is sending us a message, Black
and Hispanic studies is not a priority for our
college. However, given the large amount of
Black and Hispanic students at Baruch, I
believe the administration should reevaluate its
priorities and its decision to demote Dr. Lewin.
I demand an explanation for the administra-
tion's actions. In addition, I believe there
should be a committee. comprised of students
and faculty. which should evaluate the Black
and Hispanic studies department and create a
plan to integrate these studies within the
Baruch College curriculum. It is not enough to
say you have a Black and Hispanic studies
department within your college. If you are not
supporting its efforts. then its existence is
merely a token for the sake of diversity. I f the
administration is committed to diversity and to
its students of color. it will take action to sup-
port the efforts of the Black and Latino Studies
department and reinstate Dr. Lewin.
,R. Emily Rodriguez
Senior
Corporate Communications Major
It is shocking that in an article in the Ticker last
week the writer placed such high importance
on the physiological and psychological effects
on people who execute people; not on the judge
or jury but those individuals within the prison
that are involved in "throwing the switch."
The writer questions whether·· ... any American
should be trained and specialized in the act of
killing countrymen." The army, navy and air
force are all specialized in the act of killing but
it is okay because it is not their countrymen.
However. what about the ~ police department,
FBI and other agencies that will on occasion
have to act in this capacity? Should we also
introduce a jury pool for those jobs as well?
Will every taxpaying Joe"and Jane take turns in
patrolling our streets. hunting serial killers and
looking for drug lords? Will we spend two
weeks a year learning the ropes? More impor-
tantly. will we have a choice? Opposing views
on the death penalty hover at 50 percent.
Considering that the death penalty is such a
contentious issue the practicality of this
method is doubtful.
Although the writer claimed that he did not
want to venture into a discussion on the death
Let the Truth Be Told: Baruch Does
Not Value Diversity
Martia Goodson
As a faculty member of the Black and Hispanic Studies De p t ., I read ,:ith
interest your story on the resignation of the chair of the dept: That article
suggests that neither Dr. Lewin nor Dr. Vega know why they resigned. Further,
it fails to note that these events took place more than a month ago. I would
ope •• .. • have been
Dear Ms. Hall:
Jury Pool Executioners
Reply to Solution to death Penalty
News Article 'on Black and Hispanic
Studies Dept
obtained before publication. Additionally. information from other members of
the facu Ity, ad min is tration and from st udent-s wou 1d. h ope fu lly have pai nted a
more credible and a broader picture of the situation at this time.
Don't you find it hard to believe that a professor would resign without know-
ing why? I do.
New York City is the center of diversity in
America and Baruch is a microcosm of New
York City, so why is diversity education not a
priority for the administration ofour college? I
,was outraged when I found out that Dr. Lewin
had been forced to resign as chair of the Black
and Hispanic Studies department. This unex-
plained bureaucratic move will have an adverse
effect on the future of Black and Hispanic stud-
ies at Baruch. We have already lost several
professors in this department forcing fewer
courses to be offered.
As a woman of color I want the option to
learn about Black and Hispanic history. culture
or literature. I have already been inundated
~ith European history, culture and literature. I
am entitled to the option to learn about my own
heritage. Baruch's administration is systemati-
cally 'working towards eliminating Black and
Hispariic studies. By denying professors tenure
and forcing them to resign as chair people. the
administration 'is creating a situation where
professors would feel forced to leave. Would
you stay at a school where you knew you had
no future? Would you stay at a SChool that does
not recognize your achievements. advanced
degrees and other professional accomplish-
ments? I don't think so. Why hasn't the
administration hired any new professor, to
'replace the two that retired from the Black and
Latino studies department? Why are highly
)J\ ·t:: :-: :?,.: ': ~~ :~~:-... ;.~"~: ~~3·m s .~~~:~. :~,. -:~:.::; :.'
- Everyone.from Production Night.
FREEEDOM OR DEATH? YOU DECIDE
Yet and Still, Forever and Until
ALL POWER TO THEPOEPLE!!!!
UHURU SASA!!!!
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By allowing this lie to capture your
senses and register in your brains that. contin-
uing to allow other to do jobs that we are very
well capable ofdoing ourselves we are becom-
ing facilitators of our own problems.
The problems that I have with voting
go deeper than politics. The current socio-eco-
nomic policy of this country is capitalism.
Capitalism, meaning the exploitation of people
for profit. In turn, the current politics protect
and uphold this system by incorporating white
supremacy into the into the politics to protect
the interest of those who benefit from this sys-
tem the. the white bourgeois elite. By voting I
would be agreeing not only with the two party
system but also with capital ism.
Speaking more on the level of voting
.I was to vote. whom would I vote for? The
similarities between the two parties and candi-
dates are unbelievable when it comes to issues
concerning my people and me. No politician,
no matter what level. has addressed the police
containment issues that continue to disable my
African community, the fact that one African
can make $50.000 and the next can struggle to
barely make $5.000 and yet on both economic
levels, they struggle to make ends meet. No
politician has addressed the fact that my father
will probably retire with only $13,09.0 in the
bank and no pension or social security to sus-
tain him which is why my grandfather is
retired from one job and works at another.
Only after five months of living in decrepit
dilapidated buildings that have fallen due to
heavy rains did Hillary Clinton mention the
need to reconstruct the houses residents of cen-
ter city Philadelphia have lived in all their
lives. Africans over this "wonderful" country
seek shelter in boarded up housing unfit for
Iiv ing afraid of the upcoming months and their
seasonal weather for they have no money to
guard themselves against the cold. nor to nurse
them when they .suffer the physical repercus-',
sions of living under these conditions. Why is
it that there are hundreds of abandoned build-
ings and yet it is illegal for a homeless person
to seek shelter in one of these bui ldings, which
have been dominant of activity or residency in
years? They cannot seek refuge on a park
bench or subway bench without possible arrest
for vagrancy. They are vagrant because
Gu iliani has cut back on spending for home-
less shelters and in order to seek assistance that
the government suppl ies they need an address.
So votingchanges which situation? What am
I voting for when the issues addressed are not
on the political platform of either candidate. I
should be enraged by these facts-and instead of
tr)' ing to continue the fight to reform a system
that wi II never change, I should be prone to
revolution, the true and only solution.
Revolting against the system that cannot and
wi 11 never be for me and my people is the first
and foremost thing on my mind because I
wanna be free. Free to live without oppres-
sion, exploitation. free to' choose my own des-
tiny and support my own beliefs and myself.
What does this information make you want to
do?
"F'n Adamll I"~
.ndJ
Ca
Peace and Blessings my people.
I continue my thoughts on the cur-
rent election and what this means for the peo-
ple of color across this nation. Many people
confront me with the topic of the standstill that
this electoral process is left in with the voter
controversy by starting off asking me if I
voted. When I reply by stating "no", I am
automatically admonished" for as a Black per-
son have committed a cardinal sin. I am con-
stantly reminded of the fight my ancestors died
for so that I might have the right that I have so
callously relinquished. I am also old the very
things 1complain about (although halfof these
people I engage in conversation with have no
idea what 1 have grievances with) can be
solved by voting. I just stand, listen and sigh.
My people have become empowered by such
rnis-education that they honestly believe I am
the misguided soul they must immediately re-
converted and bring me back to the light.
I have not forgotten my ancestors
who were kidnapped' free kings and queens
brought to America and have never been treat-
ed as human beings again. I have not forgot-
ten the rebellious spirits of the enslaved who
vowed never to live in the shackles of this
country's injustice again and died fighting for
that freedom and justice America so blatantly
waved before their faces and wrote in history
that we would never receive. I have bot for-
gotten the spirit of black nationalism that W.E.
B. DuBois came to realize later in life and was
scoffed at by brainwashed Negros that was
again revisited by Jamaican-born Marcus
Garvey that was extinguished by J. Edgar
Hoover but not forgotten, by EIijah
Muhammed who created the beloved, wise and
honorable Malcolm X who inspired the once
passive Martin Luther King Jr. to become a
silent soldier. I also have not forgotten the
conditions that bred the birth of The Black
Panther Party for Self Defense on that.fifteenth
day of October in 1966, and once again J.
Edgar Hoover's persistence to neutral ize all
efforts to mobilize the black youth and kill the
potential creation of a "black messiah".
My ancestors who fought for the
right to vote still believed that all we need is to
be equal to white folks in spite of all that had
happened to them. The situation is larger than
equality between the races, I am not denying
that all of the efforts of my ancestors were met
by angry mobs of hate-mongers who perpetu-
ated their degradation and constant state of
oppression but those mere facts should make
me stay clear of these people but more impor-
tantly it should instill a sense of self-determi-
nation, This knowledge should not make me
want to elect a white rich man who will never
know what my ancestors went through or how
precious freedom is. It should not erupt a feel-
ing of stand and be counted under a system
that still allows and enables my people to be
brutalized by the police, mis-educated, impris-
oned wrongfully and unjustly, entrapped, per-
secuted for wanting the damn freedom we are
told is our unalienable right!
It should not make me settle for and
be satisfied with a white man who thinks that
taking pictures with uncle-toming Africans
and their unsuspecting children. admitting he
smoked weed and who can play the saxophone
and appreciate smothered chicken and a damn
biscuit and most importantly who was given
felatio on a regular basis by an intern in the
grand o'val office makes him Black.
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versy Napster was facing, the company, which
posed a threat and terrified the recording indus-
try by allowing visiters of the site to copy
music from each other free of charge over the
internet and caused the entire industry to loose
revenue downloads from the internet
announced that they will start charging a fee for
its service.
Earlier this month the company started dis-
tributing part of the fee as royalties to record
companies. The
plan to start
charging for the
music would be
financed partly
by Bertelsmann,
a German media
giant that lent
Napster an
undisclosed sum
to help change From left to right: Thomas
the service. Middle, chairman and CEO
A subsidiary of of Berte1smann, and
Bertelsmann, Shawn Fanning, the
BMG Music founder of Napster
Services, along (photolAP)
with the other four major record companies,
sued Napster last December, accusing the serv-
ice of abetting copyright infringement. All five
companies are still fighting Napster in court
although Bertelsrnann said that it would drop
its suit once the new service was in place and
hoped that other companies would follow their
pattern.
faster than it would standing alone.
The merger will allow Primedia to save by
using the senergies that the companies have
-.. _--. __ .
joined Indiana in prohibiting students from
downloading Napster software on school com-
puters. .
Howard E. King, an attorney for Metallica,
sent letters to 20 schools pleading with them to
cut off Napster.
"It's ironic that schools encourage students to
study in the arts and then let them engage in
activity that will deprive them of ever making a
living," mentions King.
According to Business Week Magazine no
matter what preventative measures schools use
to eliminate students from downloading music.
they always find ways. Tech-savvy students
brag of rerouting their proxy servers and
bouncing connections of friends' computers
that aren't plugged into university networks.
Students in other colleges talk about flocking
to alternative sites such as Napigator.com and
NapsterPortal.com, similar music down load-
ing sites.
"There are a lot of creative kids out there, and
they'll always be one step ahead of us," says
Robert Weir, vice-president for information
services at Northeaster University.
Because of an the legal situations and contra-
TICKER BUSINESS NOVEMBER 20, 2000
Earlier this year when companies were trying
to get rid of Napster, a start-up company that
was founded by an 18-year-old college student
in 1999, colleges started jumping on the band-
wagon.
When companies were taking Napster to
court for literally giving away their services,
Mark Bruhn, information-technology officer at
Indiana University temporarily blocked access
to Napster to keep the network from clogging.
Don Edmonds
Contributing Writer
"Napster will stay that
way until the legal sit-
uation is made clear
through the courts. "
When two record labels and heavy-metal rock
band, Metallica, sued Indiana University for
copyright infringement, Bruhn again banned
Napster, but this time permanently.
Bruhn says they don't like denying students
the right to get their music, but at the school,
"Napster will stay that way until the legal situ-
ation is made clear through the courts."
There had been more than 200 schools, which
Primedia Inc. and About. Inc. have signed an
agreement to merge. The transaction, which is
subject to shareholder approval and a ruling
from the Federal Trade Commission will be tax.
free to all shareholders.
The proposed agreement will allow share-
holders ofAbout to receive 45.5 million shares
of Primedia or 2.3409 shares ofprimedia shares
for each About share. The total value of the
transaction is approximately $690 million.
This merger will be a combination of a tradi-
tional publisher, Primedia and an Internet com-
pany, About Inc, one of the few Internet firms
The Expulsion of N apster
No More Threats to The Music Industry
Proposed Merger Between
Primedia Inc. and About.com
focused on consumer and business-to-business
customers. The company publishes over 220
magazines and owns and operates approxi-
mately 300 web sites and other Internet proper-
ties.
About Inc is the result of the Mining
Company which was founded in 1997 by its
current CEO and chairman Scott Kurnit. In
1999 it took its current name, AboutCom and
has been generating healthy revenues ever with each other. It is trendy in todays media
since. market for advertisers to by print and online
About's Internet business is targeted towards advertising together and few companies have a
markerters. It operates over 700 web sites, each sophisticated Internet operation. Therefore,
overseen by a professional Guide. The About Primedia will pull ahead by have both print and
network provides customers with features such new media under one roof.
as, the Internet's best link directories, origingal Both companies have developed a relation-
content, community features and commerce ship which will begin immediately, it will
opportunities. include ads for an equity deal valued at S72
According to Kurnit, chairman and CEO of million. The campaign will promote About Inc
About, Inc, the staff of About, the Guides and ... within Primedia's properties.
shareholders are becoming part of an unques- The companies have also ironed out a sales
tionable leader in all targeted marketing. agreement, under which Primedia salespeople
About's Internet sites have a natural fit with will take responsibility for selling advertising
that have become successful, which is also the many of Primedia's products, for example on certain About Internet sites. The gross rev-
seventh-most-visited website according to About has topic sites on pregnancy, inferiIity, enues will accure to About and Primedia will
JupiterMedia Metrix, an Internet research finn. adoption and daycare which is compatable to receive commissions.
~~~~~~~~~8:%~~~~:::--~- This proposed merger is similar -to-the -Primedia'sAmerican Babyiteen advice, home-
AOLffime -Warner merger announced earlier work/study tips and career planning. Kumit
this year but, differs because the Primedia belives the merger will allow Primedia to grow
merger will create a company specializing in ,....----------------------------------..,
new media and marketing. "With this transac-
tion, Primedia has been transformed,.. said Tom
Rogers, chirman and CEO of Primedia Inc. in
an interview with Business Wife.
Primedia Inc. is a targeted media company
with print, video, and Internet businesses
Dara Abrams
To solidify my argument I will present you
with a graph showing that there is a decline in
crime-related gunshot wounds and the decline
is attributed to the decline in crack use. a strong
economy and yes ... tougher law enforcement.
Because you both claim to be so interested in
facts but don't bel ieve them when they are pre-
sented to you, maybe you will believe a graph
produced by the Centers for Disease Control,
Justice Department.
They say a picture's worth a thousand words,
so take a look at this picture - nuff said:-)
InConclusion this is how the Electoral College works
and why it isstill reing usedtoday. Whatyouhearon the
newsaOOuta recount isfineanddaDjyand it is Iq¢ and
within the law;howeverlBltil allthe votes arecounted the
results arestill LUlOfficiai. No matter wOO wins, halfofthe
people who voted will be up;et Just remember this
when you watch the news and when you talk to your
family am fiiends. Even though, you andyour friends
want one person to win, just es many people want the
other guy. C1ulge is not always for the better am just
becal JSe somebody gives you something doesn't mean
trey are thebest peoplefor thejob.
(Continue from page 13)
the crime rate has dropped substantially
throughout the nation and since NYC is one of
the larger cities it will take more time to see
such a substantial decline in our crime rate
rather than in smaller cities. You also need to
note that I am not glorifying Clinton. but the
fact is that the economy has gotten much
stronger, since he has been in office. whether
it's coincidence or not, I will not comment on.
Another contributor of the crime rate drop-
ping across the nation is a decline in crack use;
realize that I am not saying crack is no longer
being used in our nation nor that only people on
crack commit crimes.
THE RIG PfCTURE
One voteno matter row you use it isall you get Ifyou for.
havea problem withthewaysomething is. suchasacon- , ~
fusing 00I1ot, ora machire notworkingpuperIy thenyou
should complain to thepeopleinyourdistrict sinceeach
district createsitsown OOIIocsamprovides itsown means
to tallythem. A wordofadvice would bethis: ifyou feel
thisisso important you shou1d alwaysdouble checkani
triple check wOO you voted for and row you voted for
eachof the issues at hand. Since there is 00 time limit
inside the booth and ifyou find something confusing or
hurriedlycastyourvotewithoutchecking it<Werthenyou
have no room to complain about the mistake, Another
issue with thevote andlike theElectoral College isalltre
voting is done aoooynJOISy. What that~ is
nobody knowswOOyouvoted forifyou decidenotto tell
them. To put the point a little ckser to home,'OOw can By.lolm F1eidIauer
theyprove you voted for theperson you say yoU voeed
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that it does and has existed for quite some time.
Many Black and Latino men have been
stopped and searched on highways for no other
reason except for their racial status even. and
this takes place even when the police are not
searching for any particular suspects. Of
course there are other races that are profiled
and harassed for r:10 reason. which also is
wrong. but there are only been records to show
that it has happened to Black and Hispanics.
There is no zettin around it. when you con-
tinuously and intentionally stop and question
certain people solely because of their racial sta-
tus, w ithout any basis for it. it is racial profil-
ing ... it is a illegal. Obviously if you check the
NYPD website. they will say that they do not
practice racial profiling, but what do you
expect them to say. This is an unlawful act,
why would law enforcers admit that the)' are
committing a crime?
Also in my first rebuttal to the article on the
supposed "truth" on racial profiling, I made
sure to mention that they are "many factors that
contributed to the decrease in the poverty level
throughout the nation, one of them being the
Clinton administration," I mentioned this one
because I did not feel the need to mention every
single factor. So Ms. Nelly Neira please read
the article thoroughly before you prematurely
accuse me of crediting President Clinton with
alleviating the nation of its financial problems.
Don't read into things that aren't there.
I also mentioned in my previous article that
these states have so manypeopleifyou used the IXJPUlar
vote they could always get the person they want into
office. Thiswould leave theodlerSlateS outoftheprocess
because of the lack of population and that would go
against the spirit of the ConstinJtion. So it protects the
stateswith less IXJPUIation. Italsomakes up for the dis-
creparcy thattheJX>PUlar vote canhave. Case inpoint is
the1960Election between John E Kennedy and Richard
Nixon. During this election they fOund thatdead people
voted for Kennedy. Notlike therecently dead wOO knew
they wheregoing to dieso they filled outan al:sentee 001-
lot, butpeoplewOO havebeen deadforyears. Inme case
they found an entirecemetery vexed forKennedy. Nixon.
seeing that it was a close election and being themanthat
hewas, decided to throw thetowel inand allowKes1nedy
to win despite huge amounts ofeviderx'.e ofvoter1iad
Like theEIectoraJ CoUege, eachperson gets Ole vote.
Electoral College
continuedfrom Op-Eds page 13
I would like to respond to the responses made
of the notorious, controversial article originally
written by Menachen Green several weeks ago.
would li hi r cial
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Final Plea to Enlighten the
Unenlightened
rhetoric out of the way and clarify my opinions.
I would like to inform Mr. Green that whatever
I write or have written about this topic has
nothing to do with his race because no matter
what the racial make-up of any person, if they
tried to make me believe such one-sided, over
opinionated views of racial profiling I would
show them the flaws in their argument by con-
fronting them with the same factual, detailed
information that you refuse to acknowledge.
To begin, you continue to attest that the
NYPD is not practicing racial profiling and I
completely agree that not all of them do. I
know that we do have more rigid law enforce-
ment, which is good. I also appreciate the dan-
gerous job the New York City Police
Department does on a daily basis. And
although it's true that you cannot blame all of
them for the faults of few you must be aware
that there are numerous cases currently tied up
in court regarding racial profiling. Why?
Because there are documented records proving
Whatthe E1ectoraI College provides isasystem to elect
thepresident and vicepresident Keep in mind the pres-
ident is NOTTI-IE LEADERofthe United States. The
pesident is theheadof theexecutive branch ofthe gov-
ernment His primary job is as the head ambassadorto
represent the countIy on matters of international affair
(like treaties am foreign relations). He isalsoc0mmand-
er inchiefofthe armed forces ofthe United Stares and to
a minordegreecarries out theenforcementofthe lawsof
thisgreat land; the enforcement of the Ia\\-S is the only
domestic duty the president has whatso ever. The vice
rresident is around to help the presidern in his duties to
the countIy.
The Electoral College also makes up forthe discrepan-
cy between thesize ofthe states. What that means is this;
Say California, Florida. and New York decided to get
togetherandso manypeople voteforone person Since
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SEASON OPENS
Last year's team team defending during a game. The team is hoping to build on
its performance from last year. (Photo/Baruch Press)
Baruch fans, the women's basketball sea-
son opens this week... WAIT!! Don't
throw the paper down, this year promises
to be nothing like last season! With some
heavy recruiting on the part of second-
year coach Bob DiNardo, the team has
gotten some players that will help it be
more competitive, under the premise that
there are no major injuries. Okay, maybe
the team won't win CUNY, time can only
tell, but there shouldn't be any more of
those 40 point blowout losses either.
"My,.. team understands that
·it will do well only if it con-
tinues to learn how to play
together, to practice with fire
and to grow from the mis-
takes and hurdles that we
face along the way!"
You don't believe me? Just go down to
the gym around six every evening and you
wi ll see that DiNardo actually has a team
- 10 plus players, a luxury he did not have
last year. In fact he had to post pone the
season last year because of lack of play-
ers!
By having a full roster on time, the
Stateswomen can work on plays and con-
ditioning. One of the hardest aspects of
. basketball is the. conditioning. During
games,' players are literally running sprints
up and down the court at lightening
speeds. If a team is not in shape, it will
usually lose.
The.other part of basketball is the cere-
bral - players have to learn and get a
"feel" for the game. By this I mean, play-
ers have to understand their roles
(strengths and weaknesses), team plays
and lastly how to defend the opponent.
For instance, players have to learn how to
identify ifthere is a change of momentum
or when there is a mismatch that can be
exploited. There are so many nuances. to
the game that can make it easier or harder
and this is the task of DiNardo who still
has a majority of players that haven't
played the game before and/or are in their
second season of playing the game.
According to DiNardo, one of the major
differences between this season and last
year's will be that this year's team will be
less prone to presses. -
He has a couple of players who under-
stand how to break the press and are legit-
imate ball handlers. Most opponents that
trounced Baruch last year did it off the
press. Moreover, his team appears to be
selfless which is always a great attribute
for any team.
DiNardo admits that the season will not
be easy, especially since other tearns have
been heavily recruiting for years and most
teams have seniors as starters, but he wel-
comes the challenge. "My team under-
stands that it will do well only if it contin-
ues to learn how to play together, to prac-
tice with. fire and to grow from any mis-
takes.andhurdles we face along the way,"
said DiNardo. DiNardo also added that
since most of his players are freshmen and
sophomores, Baruch fans are probably
witnessing the early stages of what he and
many of us hope to be a great program.
Per your viewing and analytical plea-
sures, the first game is this week and it is
a home game: Tuesday November 21 at 7
PM. All home games are played in the
23 rd street building on the seventh floor.
Contact Ralph Sirianni for more informa-
tion (212) 387-1274:
At press time. the defending CUNY
champions are opening their season in the
U.S.M.M.A tournament against Kean
College. This promises to be a tough
match because Kean has added some
mobile big men since last year.
Nonetheless, the Statesmen will be fine so
long as they execute their offense and
defend - the goal of every team!
In preparation for the season-opener, the
Statesmen played two scrimmages against
Brooklyn College and Manhattanville. In
the Brooklyn scrimmage. our defending
champs were phenomenal, appearing to
not have lost a beat from last season. The
Statesmen won all three halves in con-
vincing fashion, shooting over 50% from
the arc, over 60% from the field and
over 80% from the charity stripe. In all
fairness, the Brooklyn team was not really
a good one and had no real size to match
up against us. To give you an idea of how
poor they were, Brooklyn shot over 20
three pointers and made one!
The Manhattanville scrimmage would
prove to be a wake up call for the
Statesmen. Baruch would lose in a stun-
ning double-digit margin: 71-43.
Everything that could go wrong did. The
team collectively did not defend well,
allowing easy guard penetration for lay-
ups or 15-foot jump shots. Unlike
Brooklyn, Manhattanville made shots.
The other glaring mistakes by Baruch
were the lack of talking on defense and the
inability_to run the offense correctly.
Talking on Letense is key to defeating
opponents because it allows all five guys
on the court to be on the same page as to
what the opponent is trying to do and how
to defend this strategy. Not talking would
be kind of like going to bed with a girl/guy
and she/he is a complete mute - it just
wouldn't work! As for running the
offense, on the whole, the team did not
appear to have a strong grasp of where to
be and what to do when the plays broke
Lou Pento about to make a move in
last season's championship game. The
Statesmen hope to repeat this year!
(Photo/Baruch Press)
down.
So how concerned was the coaching
staff? Head coach Ray Rankis said that he
hasn't reached the panic stage yet. He
attributes part of the woeful performance
to the fact that this year there was a long
try-out process because of the many tal-
ented players who showed up. This essen-
tially meant that he could not start work-
ing on the plays until recently since he did
not know who would be on his team.
"I am confident that these guys will get
the plays soon," remarked Rankis. He
continued, "Against them
[Manhattanville], our shooters did not hit
shots and I do not anticipate that to be a
problem. However, one of the things I am
concerned about is the way we adjust to
defending the perimeter players since the
new rules (no hand-ehecking) mean we
have to move our feet more. Conversely,
we must be aggressive so that we can be in
the bonus early." Rankis believes that his
team wiII be fine barring any serious
mjunes.
Something Rankis did not mention is that
his team will play its first 14 games away.
This is a crucial statistic because most any
team fairs better on its home court! Surely
if the Statesmen really "dig in" and find a
way to win a majority of those games in
those- hostile environments, they will be in
a great position to repeat.
The other teams in CUNY this year are
that much better and are all aim ing for
Baruch. Any loss that the' team has this
year is huge because every other team will
examine it and see how it can be replicat-
ed. The Statesmen have a bulls-eye ()O the
back of their jerseys because they won
CUNY - but overall they don't seem to be
perturbed.
Lastly, Baruch lost its all-time leading
scorer in Len Mitchell and great defender
and tempo-swinger in Trevor Brookins.
While these are huge losses, the rest of the
guys from last season have returned.
These players include the championship
game MVP, Lou Pento; heady guard
Oliver Verzosa; cornerstone, Dave
Thomas; defensive whiz and slasher,
Wellington Mejia; "all the boards" Big
Don Gardner; hard and precise dribbler;
Kevin Chung, and outside aces Perry
Tsiliagiannis and John Alesi.
The real challenge this season will be to
bring along the new guys and to figure out
a wayto be selfless, since Rankis may use
a lot of bodies with all the talent that he
has. The loss against Manhattanville
demonstrated that the Statesmen are not a
"team" yet.
Being a team happens when guys on the
bench yell at players on the floor to get to
spots and root them on, even in sub-par
performances. Being a team happens
when guys are relentless in practice and
work to improve the individual, keeping
in mind that individual improvement is
just one step toward improving the team.
Being a team happens when players can't
remember how many points or minutes
. they played, but that they kicked some
other team's ass.
Any way that you dissect it, this year
promises to be an interesting one!
~-- -----_L
